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Cover Story After the election of Trump

‘American intifada’ creates uncertainty for the Middle East

C 
all it an “American 
intifada”. The 
election of Donald 
Trump was a virtual 
rebellion by the rural 
and suburban lower-

middle class against the educated 
urbanites who usually define 
American culture and society.

It was not just an uprising 
against Hillary Clinton and the 
Democratic Party. It was as much 
against the leadership of the 
Republican Party, the media and 
all parts of the bureaucracy, 
including the military leadership. 
In short, the entire American 
establishment.

Feeling disenfranchised and 
left behind, the non-urban white 
American majority lashed out in a 
blind fury and elected someone 
who they apparently know, but 
do not care, is unqualified and 
unfit. Indeed, his evident 
unsuitability is part of the point. 
It is a giant middle finger, not 
merely to the Washington power 
structure but to the educated 
classes who almost unanimously 
rejected Trump.

What will that mean for the 
Middle East? Because Trump has 
no track record, experience, 
coherent policies, meaningful 
analyses or practical ideas, no 
one can be sure. Still, some 
informed speculation is possible.

Start with the Iran nuclear deal, 

which is in deep trouble. Trump 
called it “calamitous” during the 
campaign and, though he 
probably will not abrogate it 
outright, he is almost certain to 
approach Iran with a much 
harsher attitude regarding 
implementation. It is very 
difficult to imagine the agree-
ment surviving more than a few 
months of Trump’s idea of the art 
of the deal with Tehran.

Before anyone welcomes that 
prospect, remember that the 
agreement is supposed to 
mothball the Iranian nuclear 
programme for ten years. That a 
suddenly unreasonable new US 
line would be the perfect excuse 
for Iranian hardliners to walk 
away from the agreement, 
pocketing their gains thus far, 
blaming Washington and resum-
ing their former activities without 
the full range of international 
sanctions that were in place a few 
years ago.

It is a perfect scenario for 
Tehran’s hawks to have negoti-
ated the agreement and sanctions 
relief with US President Barack 
Obama and then have Trump 
come along and scrap the deal for 
them.

Trump once pledged to be 
“neutral” in the Israeli-Palestin-
ian dispute. Forget it. Although 
Palestinian President Mahmoud 
Abbas and others are calling on 
him to try to end the Israeli 
occupation, there is almost no 
chance he will do so and no 
chance at all that he could 
succeed, especially given the 
regional strategic landscape and 
attitudes in Israel.

The Trump campaign employed 
implicit anti-Semitism during 
much of its election run for the 
White House and closed with TV 
ads almost drawn from the 
Protocols of the Elders of Zion. 
After all that, Trump is not 
looking to have a fight with 
Jewish Americans (very few of 
whom voted for him) or Israelis. 
He must clear the air with them 
instead.

The biggest question about 
Trump’s Middle East policies will 
centre on how his foreign policy 
resolves an incoherent contradic-
tion built into his often bizarre 
campaign rhetoric. He is very 
sympathetic to Russia and very 
hostile to Iran. However, in the 
contemporary Middle East, Iran 
and Russia are working hand in 
glove on most regional issues, 
especially the decisive conflict in 
Syria.

During the campaign, Trump 
parroted the Vladimir Putin/
Bashar Assad line that falsely 
claims that the Russian/Iranian/
Hezbollah military intervention 
(Trump only seems aware of the 
Russian part, though) is an 
international counterterrorism 
operation aimed at the Islamic 
State (ISIS) rather than an effort 
to crush the Syrian opposition.

If he continues to view the 
Syrian war through the context of 
what he apparently believes are 
legitimate, and possibly even 
laudable, Russian counterterror-
ism and policy goals, it will be a 
bonanza for Assad and his allies. 
But if, on the contrary, his 
administration views Syria 
through the prism of Iran’s 

attempts to spread its influence 
throughout the Middle East, he 
might be willing to craft a robust 
US response.

Trump’s nationalistic populism 
tends towards a neo-isolationist, 
America-first approach, which 
suggests a reduced international 
role. Still, Trump has been 
bellicose in his rhetoric towards 
Iran and ISIS, so he is not by any 
means opposed to the concept of 
using force.

Where and how American 
power might be projected by a 
Trump administration in the 
Middle East is a mystery, espe-
cially since he does not seem to 
understand the conflation of 
Russian and Iranian interests in 
the region.

People in the Middle East have 
a good sense of what they might 
have gotten from a Hillary Clinton 
administration, as she was a 
known commodity. For now, 
though, they must wait to see 
what opportunities and chal-
lenges a Trump White House is 
going to present. On most issues, 
there is almost no way of knowing 
with any degree of confidence.

American interests can only be 
consistent between administra-
tions if they are conceptualised in 
a roughly similar way, as they 
have always traditionally been. 
Now Trump could well introduce 
a whole new mindset to Washing-
ton’s foreign policy. The election, 
after all, was nothing less than an 
intifada.
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peaker of the US House 
of Representatives Paul 
Ryan, the most power-
ful Republican in Wash-
ington, said it best: Don-

ald Trump “turned politics on its 
head”.

Defying the predictions of poll-
sters and pundits, Trump was 
elected president of the United 
States on November 8th. Trump 
won the electoral college vote by at 
least 290 to 232 (some states have 
not yet certified their outcomes 
but 270 ensures victory). He did so 
by winning four heavily populated 
states — Pennsylvania, Michigan, 
Wisconsin and Florida — that most 
polls indicated would be won by 
Democrat Hillary Clinton.

Clinton won the popular vote — 
47.7% to 47.5% — making Trump 
the second person in the past 16 
years to be elected without win-
ning the popular vote. Republican 
George W. Bush lost the popular 
vote to Democrat Al Gore in 2000. 
An estimated 56% of Americans 
eligible to vote did so.

Analysts are frantically trying to 
explain why and how Trump won. 
One can point to isolated facts. For 
example, if African Americans had 
turned out in the same numbers as 
they did in 2008 and 2012, Clinton 
would have won. These facts, how-
ever, do not explain the election’s 
deep significance.

In many ways, Trump’s victory 
was Brexit, Act II, in which Ameri-
cans joined the British in rejecting 
open trade, open borders and peo-
ple who look different or pray dif-
ferently. Act III of this drama takes 
place in France in April and May.

Trump was gracious in vic-
tory. He praised Clinton instead 

of calling her a “loser” as he did 
his defeated Republican primary 
opponents. Clinton and US Presi-
dent Barack Obama were equally 
magnanimous in defeat and said 
they would help Trump unite the 
country. Despite the nice words, 
the United States is entering a pe-
riod of political turbulence unseen 
in modern times.

The world is watching, too, for 
the most part nervously, and with 
good reason: Trump has talked 
flippantly about using nuclear 
weapons, questioned enduring US 
alliances such as NATO, threatened 
trade wars with China and Mexico, 
proposed banning Muslims from 
entering the United States, prom-
ised to move the US embassy in 
Israel to Jerusalem, questioned 
whether he would maintain the 
nuclear deal with Iran and pledged 
to pull out of a host of multilateral 
agreements, including the Paris 
climate accords.

Compounding the anxiety is un-
certainty about who Trump will 
appoint to important executive 
branch positions. Presidents make 
about 4,000 appointments or 
nominations — from cabinet mem-
bers to White House staff. Only a 
small number are subject to con-
gressional confirmation.

Trump, however, has alienated 
much of his own party and many 
prominent Republican foreign pol-
icy experts refused to endorse him 
or publicly declared their support 
for Clinton.

So, if seasoned Republican for-
eign policy experts are shunned, 
where will Trump turn to fill such 
critical jobs as secretaries of State 
and Defense, national security ad-
viser and important ambassador-
ships?

The few foreign policy advis-
ers who Trump mentioned dur-

ing the campaign were either un-
known or on the fringes of policy 
circles. “National security is hard 
to do well with first-rate people. 
It’s almost impossible to do well 
with third-rate people,” said Kori 
Schake, a research fellow at Stan-
ford University and former US 
State Department official under 
president George W. Bush.

Trump’s principal campaign 
adviser on Middle East policy is 
Walid Phares, a former adviser 
to Lebanese warlord Samir Gea-
gea. Phares, who immigrated to 
the United States in the 1980s, 
claims that Islamists inside US bor-
ders seek to impose sharia law on 
Americans. In 2012 he accused the 
Obama administration of “partner-
ing” with the Muslim Brotherhood.

While many around the world 
view the outcome of the US elec-
tion with concern, at least two 

leaders — Russia’s Vladimir Putin 
and Israel’s Binyamin Netanyahu 
— ostensibly have reason to cheer 
Trump’s victory.

Throughout the campaign, 
Trump had nice things to say about 
Putin, to the point that Clinton ac-
cused the New York billionaire of 
being “Putin’s puppet”. However, 
some mainstream foreign policy 
experts agree with Trump’s gen-
eral proposition that Washington 
and Moscow should work more 
closely in Syria to defeat the Is-
lamic State (ISIS). Partnering more 
closely with Russia has potential 
complications: Moscow is allied 
with Tehran in its support for Syr-
ian President Bashar Assad and 
Trump has made strong anti-Irani-
an statements.

In Israel, many on the right say 
that Trump will not push the Jew-
ish state to halt settlement expan-

sion and has no interest in pursu-
ing a US-mediated negotiation 
process. Moving the US embassy to 
Jerusalem is icing on the cake.

The Arab Gulf states have rea-
sons to be happy with Trump’s 
election (he is anti-Iran and will 
not lecture them on human rights 
and democracy) as well as cause 
for concern (he regularly mentions 
Saudi Arabia when complaining 
about US allies that do not “pay 
their way”).

US politics have, without doubt, 
been “turned on its head” by 
Trump’s stunning election. It is yet 
to be seen whether his election will 
turn the world on its head.
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and Security at Georgetown 
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US President-elect Donald Trump with his wife Melania Trump on Capitol Hill in Washington, during  
a news conference, on November 10th.                                                                                                                     (AP)
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